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i-gel Laryngeal Tube



 Operator dependent++

 Interrupts chest compressions

 Excessive ventilation once 
intubated?

 Does not ‘fail-safe’

 Unrecognised oesophageal 
intubation (2–16%)

 Bronchial intubation

Tracheal intubation during CPR: 
disadvantages





Airway management during CPR

 Bag-mask vs. tracheal tube Jabre P. JAMA 2018;319:779–87

 N =2040 28d CPC 1–2  4.3% vs. 4.2%
 Intubation success 98%

 Laryngeal tube vs. tracheal tube Wang HE. JAMA 2018;320:769–78

 N = 3004 72 h survival 18.2% vs. 15.3% (P=0.04)
 Intubation success 51%

 Igel vs. tracheal tube Benger JR. JAMA 2018;320:779–91

 N = 9296 30 d mRS ≤ 3 6.4% vs. 6.8% (P=0.33)
 Intubation success 70%



JAMA 2017;317:494–506

 Get With the Guidelines® - Resuscitation registry 2000–14

 108,079 adult patients from 668 hospitals

 66% intubated within the first 15 min

 22.4% of entire cohort survived to hospital discharge

 Time dependent propensity score + risk set matching



86,628 patients matched based on propensity score

Andersen LW. JAMA 2017;317:494–506



Schwab K Crit Care Med 
2022;50:72–80

Get with the Guidelines-Resuscitation Registry



The stepwise approach to airway management



Penketh JA. Resuscitation  2020;153:143–8

Patients not achieving ROSC N = 255Patients achieving ROSC N = 343

Basic

Tracheal tube

SGA



Waveform capnography

 Must be used to confirm correct tracheal tube placement.

 After 7 breaths an ETCO2 > 5 mmHg (0.67 kPa) or rising ETCO2 values 
indicates tracheal placement. (Grmec ICM 2002;28:701–4)

 Project for Universal Management of Airways (PUMA) suggest 1 kPa 
threshold (Chrimes N. Anaesthesia 2022;77:1395–1415)

 Useful for monitoring the quality of CPR.



 We suggest using bag-mask ventilation or an advanced 
airway strategy during CPR for adult cardiac arrest in any 
setting (weak recommendation, low to moderate-certainty evidence).

 If an advanced airway is used, we suggest an SGA for adults 
with OHCA in settings with a low tracheal intubation success 
rate (weak recommendation, low certainty of evidence).

Soar J. Resuscitation 2019;145:95–150



 If an advanced airway is used, we suggest an SGA or tracheal 
intubation for adults with OHCA arrest in settings with a high 
tracheal intubation success rate* (weak recommendation, very low 
certainty of evidence).

 If an advanced airway is used, we suggest an SGA or tracheal 
intubation for adults with IHCA (weak recommendation, very low 
certainty of evidence).

Soar J. Resuscitation 2019;145:95–150

*ERC Guidelines = > 95% intubation success within 2 attempts



Randomised trial of the clinical and cost effectiveness of a 
supraglottic airway device versus tracheal intubation during 
in-hospital cardiac arrest (AIRWAYS-3)

 4200 patients across 120 UK hospitals

 Randomisation using a Progressive Web 
Application (PWA)

 Primary outcome mRS at hospital discharge

 Powered for absolute difference of 3% in primary 
outcome

 Data collection linked to UK National Cardiac 
Arrest Audit (NCAA)

 Enrolment started Dec 2022.

 Completion 2025
ISRCTN17720457 



Hospital Airway Resuscitation Trial (HART)

 SGA versus tracheal intubation

 Cluster randomised across 4 hospitals in New York City with 
monthly cross over

 Primary outcome: alive-and-ventilator free days over first 28 
days after cardiac arrest

 Target sample size: 1060

NCT05520762



Airway management in cardiac arrest -
summary

 Several OHCA RCTs – generally showing no difference in primary 
outcomes

 Stepwise approach may be optimal?

 Waveform capnography mandatory to confirm tracheal intubation

 Airways-3 and HART trials to determine optimal approach for in-
hospital cardiac arrest
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